With the work at hand we want to present a model of a neural system, that is influenced by emotions. This model is based on the state of the art concept of artificial neural networks (ANN) which we improve by adding 'artificial emotions'. The way of the implementation of emotions is based on the research results regarding the biological and biochemical processes modulating neural cells in animals and humans. The described modulation takes place not only on the level of synapses, but also on the level of calculations happening on the membrane of the cell, or the node of the ANN, respectively. The suggested model also includes the biological fact, that neuro modulatory glands (e.g., hypophysis) are mainly controlled by the neuronal system itself. The resulting proposed system is named EMotional Artificial Neural Network (EMANN). It shows that EMANN has different abilities, compared to ANNs without emotions.
Introduction
This work is mainly inspired by the work of Fellous (Fellous, 1999; Fellous et al., 2002; Fellous, 2009; Arbib and Fellous, 2004) , who discussed the necessity of emotions in artificial systems. Fellous and his co-authors argue, that models of emotions can not only be used in artificial systems as a tool (e.g., to organise activity levels of different tasks with a single robot), but also serve as a model for emotions in animals and humans. Fellous described his ideas and requirements about the implementation of emotions in artificial systems as follows:
• Emotions should not be implemented as a separate, specialized module in charge of computing an emotional value on some dimensions.
• Emotions should not simply be the result of cognitive evaluations.
• Emotions are not linear (or non linear) combinations of some pre-specified basic emotions.
• Emotions should be allowed to have their own temporal dynamics, and should be allowed to interact with one another.
With this paper we propose an advanced concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN, described in detail in the following), using biological observations as guideline. Please note, that the proposed model was developed for the purpose to simulate emotions, and to investigate features of the interplay of biochemical, neuromodulatory processes with neural system. If and to what extend this is advantageous for technical solutions is topic of ongoing research (as mentioned below).
Short overview over the state of the art of ANNs
The concept of ANNs was developed in the first half of 20th the century (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; Rosenblatt, 1958) . Since then several variations of ANNs where developed (Jain et al., 1996) , be it differential equation based ANNs (CTRNN, by Beer (1995) ) or models of spiking ANNs (Hindmarsh and Rose, 1984) .
In all this mentioned methods, information is filtered by the ANN without any feedback of the information on the method of processing: The activity of one node influences the activity of another node via the connection of the two nodes. Via this signal transduction the signal is modulated by the weight associated with the regarding link. Manipulations of the process of filtering usually takes place on the level of synapses, and is done during the learning (or evolving) process. Only a few works exist, which try to modulate the process of data processing itself, based on input or output of the network (Neal and Timmis, 2003; Timmis et al., 2009 ). To our knowledge, no concept was suggested, in which the way of calculation is modulated and controlled by the network itself. From a biological point of view this ability of self-modulation is highly relevant in biological neural networks, and its implementation will add many new features to the concept of ANNs.
Emotions and neurons in biological brains
On a biological level, moods and emotion can be understood as the condition an animal is in, based on an internal chemical (mostly hormonal) situation. This internal chemical situation modulates mostly all physiological and neural processes, what comes along with a modulation of as-sociated behavioural phenomenons. Examples for this are love (Carter, 1998; Young et al., 2001) , fear (LeDoux, 2000; Derntl et al., 2009 ) and stress (Vermetten and Bremner, 2002) . This way the moods influence as well "low-level" social behaviours (e.g., aggression (Pope et al., 2000) ) as well as "high level" social behaviours (e.g, trust) (Kosfeld et al., 2005; Donaldson and Young, 2008; Guastella et al., 2008) etc. On a cellular/chemical level the emotional status is the result of a feedback-loop between the neural system and the hormonal system: On one hand the hormones influence the activity of the biological neural system (Derntl et al., 2009; Joëls, 1997) , on the other hand the highest unit in the hierarchical cascade of interacting hormone glands (hypophysis, glandula pituitaria) is influenced by the central nervous system via the hypothalamus. Please note, that not all emotions emerge from such a feedback loop in the first place, but can also be triggered by other sources, e.g., by the genome directly.
Based on this phenomenon we developed the EMANN system (EMotional Artificial Neural Network), which improves the classical ANN paradigm (Jain et al., 1996) by the ability to develop hormone glands, that influence the abilities of the neural nodes. In this context the "mood" of an EMANN can be understood as the current hormonal status of the network. How much this "mood" influences the current behaviour of the controlled agent is coded into the individual responsiveness of the nodes of the EMANN.
Method The concept
The suggested model is based on standard ANNs (Jain et al., 1996) which are improved by the features of a simulated neuromodulatory hormonal system. The simulated hormonal glands emit a number of virtual hormones, which represent all types of neuromodulators in a biological brain. These virtual hormones influence the behaviour of the individual nodes (which represent the individual cells within a biological neural system), including the synapses, the functions which sum up the inputs of the node, and the output function (which is analogous to the function of the axon hill of the neural cell). In return, the hormone glands are controlled by the neural network: each cell within the described network is able to emit hormones, which turns each node in the network into a possible hormone gland. To enable a virtual cell to react to a given hormonal level, hormonal receptors for every part of the virtual cell are simulated. These hormonal receptors are analogous to surface hormonal receptors in the membrane of biological neurons. A schematic drawing of the concept of ANN and EMANN is depicted in the Figures 1 and 2.
Throughout this paper, 'node' and 'cell', and also 'edge' and 'synapse' are used as synonyms. The main difference between the nodes of an ANN and an EMANN is that EMANN does not only map information from an input to an Figure 1 : Schematic drawing of a single node in a stateof-the-art artificial neural network (ANN). The input of a node (I -III), which represents cells in a biological neural network, comes from other nodes of the ANN (IV ) and/or from the input of the ANN. The weights of the edges between the nodes (I), representing synapses in the biological counterpart, are usually adapted to a given task by learning algorithms or by using artificial evolutionary methods. The net-function (II), modelling the processes in the dendritic part of a biological neuron, sums up the weighted inputs of the node. The out-function (III), from a functional point of view the analogon to the axon-hill in the biological neural cell, calculate the new status of the node. For more details about the state of the art in ANNs see (Jain et al., 1996) . The solid arrows indicate the flow of information within the system, round edged triangles indicate the weights (synapses) of the node. output level, but at the same time elements of a feedback system, that change the behaviour of the cells based on dynamic hormone levels. The "out-function" of the ANN differs from the EMANN analogon which is called "Hill-function" since the later is strongly influenced by hormones during runtime, but the former is usually static during runtime.
From the biological concept to a mathematical representation
As represented in Figure 2 , inputs to a cell of an EMANN system first pass through synapses where each synapse contains a weight that can be influenced by hormones (Figure 2:I) . The value from the synapse then passes a netfunction (represented by g(X) in Figure 2 :II) and the total value of the net-outputs from all the input synapses is calculated. Finally, this sum passes a hill-function (represented by f (X) in Figure 2 :III). The parameters of both net-functions and hill-functions are influenced by hormones.
In the following formal representations, W i,j represents the weight of jth input synapse of cell i. Its value is specified as:
where H is the set of hormone levels in the system and H h is the level of hormone h. θ i,j is a constant weight for jth synapse of cell i and φ i,j,h is the responsiveness of the synapse to hormone h.
Artificial Immune, Neural and Endocrine Systems The degree, in which a cell functions as a neural cell or as a gland for a given hormone is determined by weights (V , V I, see equ. 13 and equ 11). Due to the interaction of cellular activity and hormone levels, a feedback arises, that allows to change the method of information processing, based on the information itself. Solid arrows indicate the flow of information within the EMANN (by which the input of the neural net is mapped to the neural output), the dotted lines indicate hormonal modulatory pathways.
An input to cell i from its jth synapse is represented by X i,j . The input passes through the synapses and the netfunction N et i,j that is described by:
where β i and α i are constant parameters of cell i and η i,h and κ i,h represent influences of hormone h on the netfunction of the cell. The net-outputs are then summed up and pass the hillfunction and then produce output of the cell that is described as follows:
where g(x) is a unit step function. λ i and δ i are constant parameters of cell i and σ i,h and ρ i,h represent influences of hormone h on the hill-function of the cell.
The output of a hill-function that is produced based on inputs to the cell can be summarized as:
The output of the cell then is calculated as a factor of the output of the hill-function as:
The overall amount of hormone h in the system is calculated as follows:
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where H i,h is the share of cell i in production of hormone h and glandity i,h is a parameter representing the production factor of hormone h in the cell. By deactivating the parameters of different modules of this system, e.g. net-function, we get simplified versions of the system.
The task
To test, if the proposed model has features, that differ from a "non-emotional" neural network, we developed a task, to test the very basic features of the system.
The implemented task is to solve the following equation:
A simplified version of EMANN which uses the hillfunction is implemented. A population of randomly generated ANNs and a population of randomly generated EMANNs are evolved for the task. The experiment is repeated for 100 independent runs in each case. The structures of the implemented ANN and EMANN are represented in Figure 3 . The genomes are a sequence of parameters for each network and astandard genetic algorithm is used as the evolutionary algorithm. Experimental settings are summarized in Table 1 . 
Results
The test of the EMANN concept in the task described above showed that the EMANN is able to generate higher fitness values in an evolutionary run comparing an ANN. The experiment was performed several times. An exemplary evolutionary run is depicted in figure 4 . It shows, that both ANN and EMANN have a very fast increase of the fitness level reached within the first view generations. ANN reaches its maximum fitness of about 0.6 with the first few generations, while EMANN increases its reached fitness throughout the whole experiment.
Repeating the experiment several times showed that the better results from EMANN paradigm in comparison to the used state-of-the-art ANN (see figure 5 for more details) is statistically significant.
Discussion
In his work Fellous (Fellous, 2004) argues that the implementation of emotions in an artificial system may not only be useful as a model for emotional processes in real-world lifeforms, but also may have advantages for purely artificial systems. As depicted in figure 5 we can show these assumptions are valid for the test described in using an EMANN and comparing it to a state-of-the-art ANN.
Regarding the biological counterparts, it is interesting from a biological point of view that state of the art ANN paradigms in most instances omit the fact, that in biological neural control systems are massively modulated, not to say 'controlled' by emotions. This phenomenon can be found in both, 'regular' emotions (as already mentioned above) or emotions based on diseases (e.g., depression, as described by Harding et al. (2004) ). These modulations of the nervous system and the associated behaviour can vary from a biasing of the behavioural pattern, to a complete change of be- It shows that the EMANN is able to solve the task better then the ANN. The task to solve is described in section . Curves indicate the maximum fitness value of every generation. Fitness is calculated according to equ. 14 haviour. Due to this, emotions can be understood as a kind of biological task-selection mechanism, from an engineering point of view. In literature the concept of emotions has been tested before, but always with a strict separation of hormonal system (e.g. hormonal glands) and the neural system: Gadanho and Hallam (2002) proposed a hormonal-neural system, which is described as a complex multilevel model, consisting of different compartments for cellular structures, neuromodulators and emotional activities. Neal and Timmis (2003) and Timmis et al. (2009) showed a system, in which the hormones interact with the neural system on synaptic level, but the hormone glands are a unit on its own on the input level of the system, with no ability to be influenced directly from the ANN. In the proposed EMANN paradigm, all actions and interactions, be it neurological, hormonal, hormone-gland related, neuromodulatory or emotional, take place on the level of cells and cellular interactions. Especially the ability of a cell to communicate with other cells on a local level (via neurotransmitters/synapses) or on a global level (via hormones) allows more complex activity patterns than a state of the art ANN. Further the cells in an EMANN have the ability not only to exchange information between cells (equ. 9) but also to send commands regarding changes in the information processing within the network (equ. 13) to groups of other cells within the EMANN. This results in a control system, which has the ability to modulate parts of the information processing system by itself, depending on the input of the EMANN. Regarding the suggestions for the design of robotemotions of Fellous, described in (Fellous, 2004) , are re- Maximum fitness values of last generation of 100 independent runs with 25000 generations. It shows that the EMANN performs significantly better in the given task compared to am ANN (*:p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, unpaired date, "two.sided"-hypothesis, program used for statistical analysis: "R"). Box-plots indicate median and quartiles, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum, circles indicate outliers. Fitness is calculated according to equ. 14 flected in our work:
• Emotions should not be implemented as a separate, specialized module in charge of computing an emotional value on some dimension. In the EMANN paradigm hormone glands and neural cells are interlinked on a cellular level. As displayed in figure 2, a cell can act as a neural cell (equ. 9) as well as a hormone gland (equ. 13).
• Emotions should not simply be the result of cognitive evaluations. In an EMANN the emotions are the result of the interplay of neural activity and the interaction of hormones (by the modulation of neural cells and glands). The actual level of hormones are the outcome of a complex self-organising feedback system.
• Emotions are not linear (or non linear) combinations of some pre-specified basic emotions. The hormones in the EMANN paradigm do not represent any predefined emotions. Hormones act as neuromodulators, which change the functionality of the controller (in this case a neural network). This modulation can be understood as emotion.
• Emotions should be allowed to have their own temporal dynamics, and should be allowed to interact with one another. In an EMANN the emotions are an effect of the hormone levels, which are a result of the collective gland activity of all EMANN cells. This way the temporal dynamics of the emotion can be at least of the same dimension Artificial Immune, Neural and Endocrine Systems
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of the neural cells, or much lower, depending from the degree and kind of neural linking of the hormone gland cells. Please note, that in the EMANN paradigm, the temporal dynamic of the hormones can not be higher than the temporal dynamics of the neural cells, but it can be equal or lower. The interaction of hormones takes place via the cells, which are receptors of hormones as well as emitters of hormones.
The results, depicted above show, that the EMANN for the given task is able to outperform an ANN significantly (figure 5). The task selected for this test was, from the authors point of view, the most simple possible, to show the abilities of the EMANN in a well defined small scale experiment.
Conclusion and Outlook
Our work presents the first results of investigations in a model of emotions in an neural network, the Emotional Artificial Neural Network (EMANN). The EMANN is a development based on state of the art artificial neural networks (ANN, for an overview see (Jain et al., 1996) ), improved by the ability to get modulated in its functionality by emotions. The emotions are implemented according to biological examples, inspired by the ideas presented in (Fellous, 2004) . It showed, that an EMANN is able to outperform a state-ofthe-art ANN in the given test. This shows, that the simulated emotions can have a positive effect on the performance of the ANN. This paper is the first one in a row of investigations about the features of emotions in artificial neural networks. In the next step we will investigate, how learning algorithms based on emotions (inspired from the biological counterparts) can be used with an EMANN controller. We plan to investigate, how this system of neural, and hormonal feedbacks interacts under conditions of a changing environment, and how given evolutionary constraints (e.g., changing environments on an evolutionary time-scale) change the behaviour of the evolved EMANN controlled agents in complex environments. We further want to investigate, if the effect of genetically fixation of behaviour ("Baldwin effect" (Baldwin, 1896) ) is influenced by the presence of emotions in the control system.
To investigate the evolutionary development of neural tissues and brain structures in an artificial system we plan to combine the EMANN paradigm with algorithms, that are able to shape morphological structures and controller structures in an evolutionary manner (Thenius et al., 2009b; Schmickl et al., 2011b; Kernbach et al., 2009; Thenius et al., 2010; Dauschan et al., 2011; Thenius et al., 2009a) . To what extend the interplay of abiotic environment, social environment and behaviour can change the shape of brains in an artificial system (as described for biological systems, e.g., by Breedlove and Arnold (1980) ) will be investigated in the next step. We also plan to investigate the influence of emotions on the self-healing abilities ) of a controlling tissue in an artificial structured controller of an EMANN system.
One goal of the research in EMANN will be to investigate how the concept of emotions can be used in single autonomous robots or swarms of robots in complex environment (e.g., for (Schmickl et al., 2011a; Kernbach et al., 2008) ). We plan, on a robotic swarm level, to share artificial hormones between spatially close agents (e.g., via shortrange communication), what can result in a spatial organised task allocation or even spatially organised calculation processes based on interacting hormone levels inside a (big) swarm. The conditions, under which hormones are emitted within the swarm, and how the controllers of the swarm react to the given hormone level, can be as well engineered by hand, as well as shaped by an artificial evolutionary process.
Another goal is to investigate the role of emotions in the development of complex behaviours in an eusocial system , e.g., behaviours comparable to the BEECLUST algorithm Bodi et al., 2012; Hereford, 2011) .
To what extend the proposed system can be used as a model for biological and psychological processes (as suggested by Fellous in (Fellous, 2004) ) will also be investigated in the future.
